Become a Crew Leader Manager with VOC

Crew Leader Managers are essential on large-scale VOC projects and play an important role in the overall vision, organization, and safety of the project. As Crew Leader Manager, you are responsible for recruiting Crew Leaders for the project, facilitating Crew Leader meetings, conducting Crew Leader orientation before the project, and organizing and managing Crew Leaders on project day. You are also responsible for conducting a risk assessment and developing evacuation plans for the project. You may be asked to mentor Assistant Crew Leader Managers.

Benefits

- Expand your management and leadership skills
- Further develop your skills in managing and overseeing large numbers of leadership volunteers
- Play a vital role in executing large-scale projects that have a big impact on Colorado’s outdoors

Requirements

- Demonstrated experience as a certified VOC Crew Leader
- Successfully mentor under VOC staff or an experienced VOC Crew Leader Manager as an Assistant Crew Leader Manager on VOC projects until proficiency is mastered

Commitment

- Be punctual and communicate with VOC staff and Project Team members about responsibilities and expectations
- Attend Project Team meetings (1 – 3 via phone)
- Commit to spending time at the project site day-of to meet and manage VOC Crew Leaders
- You are not required to serve as Crew Leader Manager on every project for which you volunteer.
- As long as you continue to maintain a high standard of quality, you are welcome to serve indefinitely.

Get Started

- To view upcoming trainings, visit voc.org/training.
- Please contact Ben Kromash at 303-715-1010 ext. 117 or ben@voc.org with any questions.

You may be interested in any number of our annual trail skills trainings offered through VOC’s Outdoor Stewardship Institute (OSI), as well as other advanced leadership roles with VOC, such as Technical Advisor, OSI Instructor, or Team Leader. Learn more at voc.org/vocleadership or contact Ben Kromash at 303-715-1010 ext. 117 or ben@voc.org.